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The Windows Game Advisor makes it simple to find a game you will like and check it out in depth. It’ll 
test whether the game will run on your Windows PC and give you recommendations to get your PC 
“game ready” if needed. The latest version of the Game Advisor also enables user participation with 
ratings and reviews, so you can see what other people have to say about a game. It’s all the information 
you need, all in one place.

Key Features:

 Find a Windows game for anyone. Search by 10 different genres, 5 different age ranges, ESRB
ratings and more than 300 titles from 57 game publishers.

 Take control. Create an account and save your information under that account. Review and rate 
your favorite games and find out what other gamers think. Search or read other user’s reviews 
and comments and even let the Game Advisor give you advice based on the games you’ve 
looked at before.

 Try it before you buy it. View screenshots and footage. Play demos or free trials. Picking from 
the wealth of great games for Windows is easier than ever.

 Take the guesswork out of system performance. Click “Will it run on my computer?” The 
Game Advisor will test your PC anonymously, tell you if it’s ready for the game you’ve chosen 
and make recommendations if it’s not. You can even see how your computer rates against all 
other Game Advisor users’ PCs.

 Understand the age ratings.  The Windows Game Advisor provides a Web link to information 
about the ESRB’s software rating descriptions as well as a list of the content descriptors.

 Buy it now. The Windows Game Advisor provides direct links to online retailers. What could be 
simpler? 

 Available at www.windowsgaming.com. 

About Games for Windows
Games for Windows are built to harness the powerful technology of Windows to provide gamers with the 
most innovative games possible. Games for Windows utilize the performance and stability of Windows to 
bring seriously fun gaming to everyone. Reliability, compatibility and the freedom of customization 
empower gamers to create their own gaming destiny. More information is available at 
http://www.windowsgaming.com/.
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